Wine village Auvernier
Only 15 minutes away from Boudry you will find Auvernier,
a romantic and traditional wine-growing village on the North shore
of Lake Neuchâtel. Thanks to the Château d’Auvernier and the
numerous wineries, this lake-front town is always worth a visit.
j3l.ch

Watchmaker’s workshop “Au carillon d’or”, Auvernier
If time permits, the watchmaking family Thierry and Grégory
Amstutz will be happy to show you their authentic craftsmanship,
a unique experience for watch lovers (pre-booking required).
aucarillondor.ch

Brasserie du Poisson, Auvernier
May we suggest you an early dinner? We recommend you
this brasserie, be sure to try its fish specialties – a real treat!
(Closed Sun & Mon)
lepoisson-auvernier.ch
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Discover the Swiss watch-making
heritage
This day tour brings you to the world-known watchmaking hub in La Chaux-deFonds and continues to the historical lakefront city of Neuchâtel, passing by the
natural cascades Les Gorges de l’Areuse. Become a watchmaker for the day and
discover a Unesco-awarded cultural heritage in a region of natural beauty.
Breathtaking views over the vineyards and the Alps are included.
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Take your time for the time
Tête de Ran - La Vue des Alpes
Continue to “La Vue des Alpes” – this legendary pass in the Jura
mountains offers a magnificent panoramic view over the Bernese
Alps and also towards the snowcovered peaks of the Vaud Alps.
Myswitzerland.com

Espacité Tower, La Chaux-de-Fonds
We continue to the city’s landmark: Thanks to its central
location on Avenue Léopold-Robert, the Espacité Tower offers
a view over the city’s chessboard structure. Free entrance.
j3l.ch

La Chaux-de-Fonds
Your journey starts with La Chaux-de-Fonds, a city that stands
for watches like no other in Switzerland. The successful
symbiosis between urban development and the watchmaking
industry is part of the Unesco world heritage. The local
information center is an ideal starting point for immersing
yourself into the world of watches.
neuchateltourisme.ch

The White House, La Chaux-de-Fonds
La Chaux-de-Fonds is not only a watchmaking town but also the
birthplace of world-known architect Le Corbusier. Visit one of his
early works, the “Maison Blanche”, which he built for his parents
in 1912.
maisonblanche.ch

La Ferme des Brandt, La Chaux-de-Fonds
Everything is homemade at this restaurant – enjoy regional
cuisine with fresh, local ingredients from small, regional farms.
Bon appétit! (Closed Mon & Wed)
fermedesbrandt.ch

Château des Monts, Le Locle
Continue to Le Locle and stop by the Château des Monts, the city’s
landmark. The patrician house is home to 500 years of watchmaking
history.
mhl-monts.ch

International Watch Museum, La-Chaux-de-Fonds
With 4,500 exhibited pieces, the International Watch Museum
is the world’s largest museum specialized in watches. From
magnificent pocket watches to wall clocks and atomic clocks,
this popular venue illustrates the history of time measurement.
mih.ch

Les Gorges de l’Areuse, Boudry
As you descend towards Lake Neuchâtel, continue to the village of
Boudry with its natural Areuse cascades. A beautiful hiking trail
will lead you around the area between forests, stone bridges and
cliffs – a refreshing walk along the cascades, especially in
summer.
Myswitzerland.com
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